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Idea / RCA / RV / 2017-18 / 197 

 
October 27, 2017 
  
Advisor (NSL),  
Telecom Regulatory Authority of India 
Mahangar Doorsnachar Bhawan 
Jawahar Lal Nehru Marg, 
New Delhi – 110002.  
  
 
Subject: TRAI letter no. F.No. 103-3/2017-NSL-II dated 18.10.2017 regarding Issues relating to 
Spectrum caps.   
 
 
Kind Attention:  Mr. S.T.Abbas 
  
Dear Sir, 
  
This is with reference to your above-mentioned letter.  In this regard, our views are as under:  
 
Urgent need to review spectrum caps  
 

 In India, the Industry has over the years made significant investments in the sector and these have 

borne immense benefits through the rapid adoption of mobile telecom services. From a low single 

digit penetration to a respectable over 90%, the primary beneficiary of these telecom investments 

has been the general public.  

 

 Currently, the Indian telecom industry is at a critical juncture in its evolution. The sector is gradually 

metamorphosing from a pure voice market to a data driven market. 

 

 Providing “Broadband to All” in line with the vision of the Hon’ble Prime Minister of India requires a 

significant expansion of service providers’ networks, with substantial investments in infrastructure 

development.  

 

 Wireless broadband infrastructure is the bedrock to actualize the Digital India vision of Hon’ble Prime 

Minister of India. In order to be able to deliver high speed broadband across the length and breadth 

of the country, to over a billion Indians at affordable prices at  world class quality of service and to 

adopt & deploy the advance technologies (like 5G) the Industry needs larger chunks of spectrum 

blocks. 
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A. Rationale for Revision of overall spectrum cap 
 

 The existing Spectrum Cap policy (25% overall spectrum cap & 50% intra band cap) was designed 

during the regime wherein Voice Mobile services were the dominant offering and there were as 

many as 14 operators per LSA competing for limited spectrum. In that scenario spectrum caps 

ensured that every licensee managed to have sufficient spectrum.  

 However, with the passage of time, the industry, faced with inevitable stress due to competitive 
pressures has started consolidating. As per industry experts and the consolidation/ exit of some of 
the operators during last 6 to 12 months, the market is likely to consolidate to 4 large players. Thus 
the rationale for keeping overall spectrum cap at 25% needs urgent revision, as all operators 
cannot be expected to have same quantum of spectrum. In view of this we suggest that overall 
spectrum cap should be revised to 35%.  
 

 Further, with release of more spectrum in new bands / harmonization in existing bands, it is seen 
that currently there is sufficient spectrum available with the government for any licensee who 
requires more spectrum. This is evident from the trend of spectrum auctions as shown below –  

 

Month / Year Band Spectrum Put to 
Auction (in MHz) 

Unsold Spectrum 
(in MHz)  

May10 2100 / 2300 MHz 1590 - 

Nov12 1800 MHz 590 335 

Mar13 800 MHz 190 130 

Feb14 900/1800 MHz 862 156 

Mar15 800/900/1800/2100 MHz 942 105 

Oct16 700/800/900/1800/2100/2300/2500 MHz 3790 2550 

 

 The above trend further strengthens the case for revision for overall spectrum cap to 35%.  

 

 

B. Rationale for Revision of intra band spectrum cap 
 

 Present band wise spectrum caps of  50%  per service area, breaks harmonized spectrum of 5/ 10 

MHz blocks into smaller lots, thus making it incapable of delivering broadband, and loads 

inefficiencies that do not allow the operators to provide a comprehensive portfolio of mobile 

services in the most economic and efficient manner. 

 

 In these circumstances, when the Industry is facing a huge financial stress (which has also been 

enumerated in our previous submissions to the IMG), the current sector specific inefficiencies need 

to be reviewed and speedily addressed to allow the industry to take the next leap in a truly digital 

world.  
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 It is also a fact that in several countries across the globe, strict spectrum caps imposed for an earlier 

generation of technology and at an earlier stage of mobile market development have either been 

removed or implemented in much more flexible ways and increased substantially over their earlier 

levels. This is being done in order to address issues around techno-economic efficiencies and to 

address obstacles that an operator may face in offering a complete portfolio of narrowband and 

broadband services to its customers if the spectrum it can use is strictly limited. 

 

 In view of above, intra band spectrum cap should be removed.  

 

C. Our Recommendations on spectrum caps issue 

 
Given that all the auctioned spectrum is liberalized and operators can deploy any technology as per 

their requirement, we would like to submit the following Recommendations  
 

 

 Revise the overall spectrum cap to 35% to reflect the changing industry structure and remove the 
existing individual band wise capping of 50% to ensure efficient utilization of spectrum by 
operators  

 
 

 Alternatively, while revising the overall spectrum cap to 35% , if the TRAI/ DoT  would like to have 
some form of band-wise capping, we suggest that the spectrum bands be first consolidated into 
broad categories based on frequency ranges as follows:  

 

i. Sub 1 GHz spectrum (700 MHz / 800 MHz/ 900 MHz) – Low Frequency  

ii. Supra 1 GHz FDD spectrum (1800 MHz / 2100 MHz) – Medium Frequency 

iii. Supra 1 GHz TDD spectrum (2300 MHz / 2500 MHz) – High Frequency 

 

Post the above classification, the existing Spectrum Cap of 50% can then be applied to the above 
band clusters i.e. any operator should not be allowed to hold more than 50% of the combined 
spectrum quantum in that category.  This will allow for much more efficient use of spectrum due to 
reduced spectrum fragmentation and thus prevent DoT being saddled with unsold and unutilized 
spectrum post-Auction.  

 

However, we would prefer acceptance of our first recommendation i.e. completely remove intra band 
spectrum caps while revising the overall spectrum cap to 35%. .  

 
 

D. Additional suggestions on spectrum cap issue 
 

 Fragmented spectrum may need not be surrendered 

Issue of fragmentation of spectrum has been highlighted above. In view of technological 

requirements, the spectrum is only useful when provided for full carrier. No efficient broadband 
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can be provided if spectrum less than carrier size is available. Hence in case of spectrum 

surrender due to caps issue by any operator, the Government may not able to get any financial 

value with fragmented spectrum. It was clearly demonstrated in Oct’16 auction where in for 

Bihar circle 4.6 MHz of spectrum was put to auction in 900 MHz frequency. However, since the 

spectrum was less than a broadband carrier of 5 MHz, there were no bids received for the same. 

 

Hence it is recommended that in case spectrum has to be surrendered due to caps issue, then 

only spectrum available as full carrier may be surrendered and any quantum of spectrum which 

is less than a full broadband carrier ( 5 / 10 MHz) may continue to remain with existing 

operator.   

 

 Refund/ Adjustment for spectrum surrendered due to caps issue 

It is pertinent to note that spectrum which is being surrendered due to caps issue, was 

originally paid for in full by the operator. In such scenario following should be ensured: 

 

o The government should ensure that operator surrendering spectrum should be 

provided with refund/ adjustment for pro rata remaining period of spectrum adjusting 

for deferred payment obligation payable by the operator.  

o This refund adjustment may be provided either at time of surrender or at time when 

surrendered spectrum is finally re-sold by the government in the auction.  

o The operator should be allowed to use the spectrum, till the time it remains unsold.   

 
It is submitted that a review of the Spectrum Caps on the lines suggested above shall also give Telecom 
operators  adequate spectrum for broadband roll outs across the country, contribute positively to the 
overall investment climate and provide big boost to Prime Minister’s vision of Digital India.  
 
We look forward to your kind consideration and support. 
  
Thanking you 
  
For IDEA Cellular Limited 
  
  

  
Rahul Vatts 
Senior Vice President – Regulatory & Corporate Affairs 
 
 

Cc : 1) Sh. R.S.Sharma, Chairman, Telecom Regulatory Authority of India, New Delhi – 110 002. 
       2) Sh. Anil Kaushal, Member, Telecom Regulatory Authority of India, New Delhi – 110 002. 
       3) Sh. H.Pradeep Rao, Member, Telecom Regulatory Authority of India, New Delhi – 110 002. 
       4) Sh. S.K.Gupta, Secretary, Telecom Regulatory Authority of India, New Delhi – 110 002. 
       5) Sh. U.K.Srivastava, Principal Advisor (NSL), Telecom Regulatory Authority of India, New Delhi-
110002 
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Vodafone Response to TRAI Letter dated 18 October 2017 on Issues Related to Spectrum Caps 
 
We thank the TRAI for initiating this important short consultation on spectrum caps.  
 
Background 
 
It is our understanding that the principles laid down by the Government for the calculation of spectrum 
cap, approved by the Cabinet on 20 June 2016 and incorporated into the Notice Inviting Application dated 
8 August 2016 will continue to be applicable and that the present consultation is only reviewing the current 
limits of 50% of total spectrum assigned in a band in an LSA and overall cap  of 25% of total spectrum 
assigned in an LSA across all bands.   
 
These principles for the calculation of overall and band wise caps for an LSA are as below: 
 
i. All spectrum assigned to TSPs, including quantity of spectrum whose rights to use were put to auction 

but remained unsold, spectrum whose rights to use were assigned but subsequently surrendered by 
the TSPs or taken back by the licensor and quantity of spectrum whose rights to use are being put to 
auction would be counted for the purpose of the spectrum cap.  

ii. The spectrum which may become available to DoT for commercial use after its refarming from other 
uses (such as defence) at different points of time would not be counted for determining the spectrum 
caps until its rights to use are put to auction.  

iii. In case a situation arises where due to any subsequent assignment of spectrum to defence/ non-
commercial usage, spectrum cap is affected adversely, no TSP would be asked to surrender right to 
use of any spectrum which it already holds. For the sake of level playing field among Telecom Service 
Providers (TSPs), the same spectrum cap shall be made applicable for all the telecom service providers 
in that LSA.  

 
The presently applicable caps are those that have been prescribed in the NIA of 2016.  These cannot be 
reduced under any circumstances. Further, once the caps are published in an NIA, these caps are applicable 
to all the telecom service providers in that LSA.  
 
Removal of In-Band Spectrum Caps 
 
We have in principle supported an increase in spectrum caps over time and we believe that the time has 
come to significantly relax or even remove spectrum caps, more so in case of in-band caps for a number of 
reasons, which are enumerated below: 
 
1. The spectrum caps were set at a time when the market had up to 12 players in every service area. There 

market is seeing some very significant consolidation in recent times, which is likely to result in number 
of players going down from 12 to only about 4-5 players in every service area. Clearly, a spectrum cap 
set for a 12 operator market cannot be applied in a 4-5 operator market and the same will have to be 
reviewed upwards as otherwise there is a risk of spectrum remaining unsold with the Government. 
 

2. The TRAI will see that over time, players have acquired and built their networks in a specific set of 
capacity and coverage bands, which has led to a degree of affinity/preference for a certain set of bands 
for respective operators. In band spectrum caps need to take account of the reality that all bands are 
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not equally attractive to all players and if an in-band cap is set based on equitable distribution 
approach, there is a risk of spectrum remaining unsold as operators desirous of expanding their 
footprint in an existing band holding would be hampered by spectrum ceilings, whilst operators who 
have invested in an alternative coverage/capacity spectrum combination may not be interested in 
acquiring spectrum in a new band.  

 
3. If we look at the key players in the market, who are likely to participate in future auctions, we will see 

a clear band/combination that is evident for respective players.  
 
 Coverage Capacity FDD Capacity TDD 
Operator 800 900 1800 2100 2300 2500 
Airtel       
RJIL       

Vodafone       

Idea        
 

4. It is evident from the above, that most bands are likely to see interest only from two operators, and if 
one of them is constrained due to in-band spectrum caps, the other acquires the spectrum at reserve 
price. It may also happen that if one of them is not interested then spectrum is left unsold because of 
a breach of the spectrum cap by the other.  
 

5. The potential number of players that may purchase spectrum in any band is limited by a variety of 
factors: 
a. Different band preferences of operators noted above. These band preferences are further 

accentuated by complexity of network rollout on multiple bands 
b. BSNL/MTNL have never purchased spectrum in an auction and leaving at best two potential 

buyers for most bands. 
c. In FDD bands (except in 1800MHz) 5 MHz spectrum is minimum that operators without existing 

holding in that band are allowed to purchase – in any case such an operator will not be interested 
in less than 5MHz. DoT often has less than 5MHz of unsold spectrum in the 800 and 900 MHz 
bands. 

d. After application of the above constraints the few buyers allowed to buy and interested in buying 
spectrum in a specific band are often constrained by current in-band spectrum caps. Even if two 
buyers qualify and only one is cap constrained, the success of the auction depends on a single 
operator. We estimate spectrum priced at least ~ Rs. 18,000 crores in 900MHz and 2500MHz 
bands alone, (based on last auction prices) to be at risk of becoming unsaleable if the 
current intra-band spectrum caps are not lifted. 
 

900 MHz spectrum  
In three circles, the unsold spectrum with DoT is less than 5 MHz and therefore operators who 
don’t already have 900MHz are neither allowed to buy nor will be interested. There will be only 
one private sector operator with 900MHz holdings in each of these circles and that operator will 
be barred by the current spectrum caps from buying any spectrum in the band (except for a small 
quantity that Airtel is allowed to buy in Bihar). 
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We estimate that spectrum worth Rs 4,327 crores (based on last auction prices) in the 900 MHz 
band will be unsaleable unless the current in-band spectrum caps are lifted. 

 
 
 

 
Note: above illustration assumes that the auction takes place after VF + Idea have completed their merger.  

 
2500 MHz spectrum  

In 8 circles, there is 10 – 40 MHz of unsold 2500 left after the last auction. In these circles no 
other operator other than Vodafone and Idea has this spectrum -  nor has any other operator 
placed a single bid for this band anywhere in the country despite the entire supply of a similar 
band, 2300MHz, being sold out. 
 
As shown earlier, due to ecosystem differences, it is unlikely that 2500 sees any interest from a 
new entrant, leaving Vodafone and Idea as the only potential buyers for this spectrum. However 
Vodafone and Idea, as a result of their merger, will be constrained by the in-band spectrum caps 
and will not be able to purchase the entire unsold supply. This would leave some or all of the 
unsold spectrum unsaleable.  
 
We estimate that spectrum priced at Rs 13,370 crores (based on last auction prices) in the 2500 
MHz band could be rendered unsaleable unless the current in-band spectrum caps are lifted. 

 

  Current Holdings  
    

Circle 
Unsold 
supply 

VF + 
Idea BSNL 

Total 
Assigned 
Spectrum  

Existing 
Cap @ 50% 

of Total 
Assigned  

VF + Idea 
allowed to 

buy 

Unsaleable 
unless a new 

entrant 
purchases  

Value at last 
auction price  

 (Rs. Cr.)  
AP 30.00 10.00 - 40.00 20.00           10.00  20.00 1,360 
Del 20.00 20.00 - 40.00 20.00                -    20.00 2,860 
Guj 10.00 30.00 - 40.00 20.00                -    10.00 390 
Kar 40.00 - - 40.00 20.00           20.00  20.00 1,960 
Kol 20.00 20.00 - 40.00 20.00                -    20.00 660 
MH 10.00 30.00 - 40.00 20.00                -    10.00 580 
Mum 20.00 20.00 - 40.00 20.00                -    20.00 2,920 
TN 40.00 - - 40.00 20.00           20.00  20.00 2,640 
Total 190.00      140.00 13,370 

 
Note: above illustration assumes that the auction takes place after VF + Idea have completed their merger.  

 
6. The spectrum bands can be clearly distinguished on the basis of their propagations characteristics – of 

coverage and capacity. Each operator has invested in both coverage and capacity bands for the 
establishment of a hierarchical network architecture. As submitted above, there is a specific preference 
that has evolved for respective operators in terms of coverage and capacity bands that should be taken 
into account while reviewing the spectrum caps. For example, an operator with 900MHz spectrum, 
would have little/lower interest in acquiring 800MHz and vice versa. Similarly, we can see that the 
preference for 2300MHz and 2500 MHz is clearly distinguishable across various operators.  

VF + Idea Airtel B SNL

BHR 4.60 - 7.80 6.20 18.60 9.30 VF + Idea 3.20 1,421
GUJ 3.00 11.00 - 6.20 20.20 10.10 Airtel 3.00 2,019
UPW 1.20 11.20 - 6.20 18.60 9.30 Airtel 1.20 887
Total 8.80 7.40 4,327

Unsold 
supply

Circle Current Holdings Total 
Assigned 
Spectrum 

Existing Cap 
@ 50% of 

Total 

Only 
buyers 

possible

Unsaleable 
with current 

caps

Value at last 
auction price 

 (Rs. Cr.) 
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7. The recent spate of consolidations in the market is also resulting in a consolidation of spectrum that is 

leading to a breach of the existing in-band caps in some cases. Compliance with existing caps could 
destabilize existing running networks, which could impact quality of service and public interest. It can 
also lead to a situation of sub-optimal use of spectrum since any excess spectrum will be in fragmented 
chunks, which in existing use is of immense importance, but in case of trade or surrender may not be 
of any use/value at all. In some cases, it is possible that the spectrum may not find a buyer at all – 
either in case of trading or even if returned to Government and put to auction. 

 
8. Considering the consolidations, it is appropriate that the caps should be reviewed upwards now. In any 

case, in respect  of mergers and acquisitions, if the merged entity exceeds the prescribed spectrum cap 
limits, surrender/trading would not be required, if the merged entity is in compliance with the caps 
applicable as on one year from the merger permission granted by the Licensor. Further, in the event 
that surrender of spectrum is required, the liability for any such excess spectrum will be only up to the 
date of surrender. 

 
9. Spectrum is now technology neutral and several technologies are supported in a band and across 

multiple bands; in view of this also the spectrum caps need to be reviewed and relaxed/removed:   
 

a. If existing in-band caps are continued with, it could lead to the risk of spectrum remaining unsold 
with the Government as existing holders will not be able to acquire the spectrum on account of 
breaching the cap, whilst other players may not be interested in that spectrum, either because 
they are not interested in the band or the quantum available may not be usable by them [for 
example, if it is less than a block size required by a new entrant]. 
 

b. This can also result in situations where there is only one bidder in the market, thus leading to 
spectrum being sold at reserve prices, thereby not allowing fair market discovery.  
 

c. Intra band spectrum caps will hamper operators in achieving higher spectrum efficiencies in 
offering mobile broadband services, which require larger bandwidth allocations. 

 
d. Holding limited quantities of spectrum in multiple bands for offering the same service also 

increases operational costs for operators.  
 
e. Some possible consequences of not reviewing the in-band cap are illustrated below: 
 

i. In the case of 2300 and 2500MHz spectrum, TRAI will note that different players have shown a 
preference for either 2300MHz or 2500MHz, not for both. With the market evolving to a 4-5 
operator market, with operators being interested in either 2300MHz or 2500MHz band, a 50% in 
band cap between two operators is undesirable and impractical. 
 

ii. To illustrate, the 2300MHz band is likely to find interest only from Airtel and Rjio, in case one of 
them is not interested in acquiring additional spectrum, the other operator is likely to be able to 
pick up this spectrum at reserve price, or in cases, where it already holds 50%, could result in this 
spectrum remaining unsold.  
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iii. In 2500MHz band, this spectrum was picked up in October 2016 only by Vodafone and Idea. With 
the ongoing merger, it is likely that this band, in future could have only one bidder, which would 
result in 50% of the spectrum remaining unsold.  

 
iv. There are also cases, where limited quantum of spectrum is available, that would not be of 

interest to a new entrant. A classic case in this point could be the 900MHz spectrum, which in 
most service areas, is available in block sizes of less than 5MHz. With the PSU operator unlikely 
to acquire any spectrum through auctions, it is likely that this spectrum can be acquired only by 
one operator, thus, defeating the very purpose of an auction.  

 
v. A similar problem will also arise in 800MHz, where there is likely to be only one buyer for 

800MHz, and even that operator may not be able to acquire spectrum in several service areas, 
on account of breaching the in-band cap. 

 
10. In view of the above, we believe that there is a strong case for removal of the in-band cap 

altogether as in-band cap has become redundant and will actually lead to adverse 
consequences as highlighted above. 
 

Relaxation of Overall Spectrum Cap to 30% 
 

11. The overall cap of 25% also needs to be reviewed as in a 4-5 operator market would tantamount to a 
mandated near equi-distribution of spectrum, which may not be a practical market outcome as 
different players are at different stages with different growth plans and spectrum requirements. More  
importantly, this would again risk spectrum remaining unsold in the market as spectrum not wanted 
by one operator, would be denied to another, who would be constrained because of the spectrum caps.  

 
12. In respect of overall band caps, we believe that there is a good case to relax the overall band 

cap from 25% to 30%.  
 

13. We have also gone through the spectrum holdings that have been shared as a part of the DoT 
reference and we have noted a few discrepancies, which are listed in Annexure-1. These may kindly 
be verified.  

 
New Delhi  
27 October 2017 
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Annexure-1 
 

Discrepancies noted in the Spectrum holdings shared as a part of the DoT Reference 
 
. 800 MHz 

 Kolkata: As per us, RJIL holdings are shown 2.50 MHz [2x1.25MHz] lower than their actual 
holdings while RCOM (including SSTL) have been shown with 2.50 MHz [2x1.25MHz]  more. 
This may kindly be re-verified.  
 

 Rajasthan: We note that SSTL has been shown with 5.0 MHz spectrum in 800MHz, which is 
incorrect as this spectrum was not re-acquired by SSTL on expiry. This spectrum has been 
acquired by RJIL, thus, there appears to be a double counting in this regard. 
 

900 MHz 

 J&K: As per our understanding, BSNL has 16MHz [2x8MHz] in J&K, whilst the spectrum 
holding has been shown as 12.40 MHz [2x6.2MHz]. This may kindly be re-verified.  

 

1800 MHz 

 Assam: We note that Bharti Airtel’s holdings are being shown as 18.9MHz [2x9.45MHz], we 
believe that this may be on account of the fact that they have not opted for ARFCN completion 
which would take their holdings to 19.2 MHz [2x9.6MHz]. This may kindly be re-verified.   

 ROTN: We believe that Bharti Airtel has 28.8 MHz [2x2x14.4MHz] in ROTN and not 28.4 
[2x14.2Mhz] as shown in the letter. This difference of 0.4 MHz. may kindly be re-verified 

 

2100 MHz 

 Mumbai & Delhi: We note that MTNL has 10 MHz [2x5MHz] each in Mumbai and Delhi that 
has not been shown in letter. The total holdings in these two circles are also lower by 10 MHz 
[2x5MHz]. This may kindly be re-verified. 
 

2300 MHz 

 Haryana: Both Airtel and RJIL Jio have been shown with additional 10 MHz in Haryana Service 
Area. The total also higher by 20 MHz. This may kindly be re-verified 
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